Star Wars Radio Drama Is Great!

From the Rebels defeat at the Battle of Hoth to the battle between Luke and Darth Vader, The Empire Strikes Back continues the story of Luke, Leia, Han, Chewie, and the others as they struggle to overthrow the evil Galactic Empire. This abridgment of the classic story is complemented by nearly 150 two-color illustrations--based on images from the film--drawn by Brandon McKinney in a style reminiscent of comic books from the 1950s. Star Wars fans of all ages will be delighted with this beautiful little gift book. --C.B. Delaney

NPR created radio dramas of the Star Wars Episodes 4 - 6 and they are now on audio CD. We had the audio cassette tapes and already knew they were well worth listening to. Each segment of the story is just under 30 minutes long, which makes it easy to use for a half-hour walk for exercise. While several of the voice performers are not the same as in the
movie version, the different interpretations of some of the dialog give additional insights to the story background. The John Williams score absolutely rocks!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
The Empire Strikes Back (Step-Up Movie Adventures) by Larry Weinberg - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!